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New! Nr24
Neon  yellow

2 STEP
SmartGummy

Rubber Base Gel

New! Nr28
Amethyst

2 STEP
SmartGummy

Rubber Base Gel

New! Glassy
Yellow

Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel

New! 3S195
3 STEP

CrystaLac
Summer Crocus

New! Yellow
Xtreme Fusion

AcrylGel

New! RT08
Royal

Top Gel

New! 3S193
3 STEP

CrystaLac
Blazing Yellow

New! Violet
Tiger Eye SILK

3 STEP
CrystaLac

New! RT05 
Royal

Top Gel

New! Violet
ChroMirror 

powder

3
STEP

3
STEP

Tiger
Eye

Royal
Top Gel

Royal
Top Gel

BLAZING YELLOW
It’s not a surprise that Blazing Yellow is a hot trend color in 
the summer of 2023. With shades that embrace the power 
of the sun, you’re guaranteed to feel like you’re on a sandy 
beach. Yellow is also a color that radiates warmth, happiness 
and good vibes. If you’re feeling really brave this summer, you 
can combine it with tropical colors, but we also recommend 
combining with beige, white or nude colors.

THE NAIL SET WAS 
MADE WITH THE NEW 
BLAZING YELLOW AND 
SUMMER CROCUS 
SHADES

SUMMER CROCUS
The Summer Crocus is a vibrant, bright, warm shade of purple 
that you can wear to express your uniqueness and character. 
This summer, you’ll really stand out from the crowd. Be bold, 
as the contrast of this year’s trend colors, - Blazing Yellow 
and Summer Crocus - is really hitting the spot this season! 

SUMMER 
TREND

colours of 2023

2
STEP

2
STEP

Fusion Fusion

Chrom
e

2023 NYÁR EXTRA

Cover nails of the catalog:
The nail set was made with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel, Candy Floss, Clear, Renewed White shades, Sens 3’G’ Polish S007 gel polish 
and 3S78, 3S194, 3S195 3Step Crystalac, new Ombre Spray #06, #08 and the new Mermaid Glitters

Nail artist: Mónika Majnik
Photographer: Doron Ritter
Model: Laura Seder
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XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL 
TREND COLORS

4

NOVELTIES! / SUMMER EXTRA 2023

30g

30g

New!
Yellow

New!
Yellow

New!
Pink

New!
Turquoise

New!
Orange

New!
Orange

NEW!
Glassy Blue

NEW!
Glassy Blue

New!
Pink

New!
Glassy
Pink

NEW! 
Glassy 
Green

New!
Glassy
Pink

New!
Glassy
Yellow

New!
Turquoise

New!
Glassy
Yellow

NEW COLORS! XTREME FUSION
ACRYLGEL - DECOR SHADES
The new summer collection of the Xtreme Fusion acrylgel product 
line comes with really bright, vibrant shades! In this collection you can 
fi nd this year’s glowing yellow trend color, a sea-like blue, also the 
orange and pink shades of the sunset. Get ready! The new acrylgel 
shades are going to blow up the summer! A new generation of non-
burning, Xtreme dense, perfectly shapeable and easy-tofi le AcrylGel 
builders. It is characterised by the controllability of the gel and the 
timeless mouldability of the acryl. Once it is cured the gel’s fi leability 
and fl exibility blend with the strength of the acryl. It can be precisely 
dispensed without loss of material thanks to its tubular packaging.
Recommended use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner.
Curing time in UV/LED lamp 4-5 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes

NEW
SHADES

NEW
SHADES

NEW! 
Glassy 
Green

LIMITED EDITION! NEW COLORS!
XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL - GLASSY
The new summer collection of the Xtreme Fusion acrylgel product 
line includes Glassy shades. In combination with bright colors, you 
can achieve the effect of a nice „aquarium or underwater world”, or 
combined with the Milky shades that appeared in the spring season, 
you can create a refreshing effect, just like the meeting of a sorbet ice 
cream and a creamy gelato. In order to achieve a clear glass effect and 
to avoid bubbling the Glassy acrylgel collection have a softer formula 
than usual, so they can be applied with smoothing movements. 
CN advice: In the summer, we recommend putting them in the fridge 
for 30-45 minutes before use, so it will definitely be easy to handle. A 
new generation of non-burning, Xtreme dense, perfectly shapeable and 
easy-to-file AcrylGel builders. It is characterised by the controllability 
of the gel and the timeless mouldability of the acryl. Once it is cured 
the gel’s fileability and flexibility blend with the strength of the acryl. 
It can be precisely dispensed without loss of material thanks to its 
tubular packaging.
Recommended use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner.
Curing time in UV/LED lamp 4-5 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes

“The new Xtreme Fusion AcrylGels will be a must-have for 
3D mosaic effect lovers, as the glassy and decor shades 
can be combined super well.”
Mónika Majnik, Nail Camp Master, Hungarian Championship Bronze Medalist, 
Hungarian Champion, Master Nail and Manicure Technician, 

Sea waves
The nail set was made with the New Glassy Blue and 
Turquise shades and with the Lavender nail stickers 
(by Mónika Majnik)
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ELASTY HARDENER 
COVER PINK

6

NOVELTIES! / SUMMER EXTRA 2023

8ml

13ml 

4x4ml

New color!
Cover Pink

New color!
Cover Pink

NEW COLOR! ELASTY HARDENER COVER PINK
The highly adhesive, fl exible, soluble, strengthening liquid builder gel with brush, 
which is also suitable for making S, M size nails (using forms), is now also available in 
Cover Pink shade! This Cover shade will be everyone’s favorite thanks to its pleasant 
pinkish, nude color. It is an ideal choice for warmer skin tone or tanned skin!
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

BRAND NEW! SENS FRENCH KIT COLLECTION

Clear
SENS Base
& Builder

Gel

Cover Pink
SENS Base
& Builder

Gel

S001
SENS

‘3G’ polish
(gel polish)

SENS
Top Gel

“Since the Elasty Hardener Gel clear came out, I’ve been using only this as 
a base. I am especially happy to have such a beautiful cover color on the 
market, as the natural colors are very popular, so it also saves time for me. 
It can be combined well with French, and baby boomer nails, but you can 
also cover it with gel polishes.”
Dóra Doviscsák (Dorci), Hand Care and Nail Designer Instagram influencer
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NEW
COLOR

BRANDNEW

Ideal for salon work, 
use for strengthening, 

correction, lengthening, 
and for building a 

C-curve.

Brandnew!
Sens French
Kit

SENS FRENCH KIT
What could be a better gift for a professional than an eye-catching collection of our 
premium products? The Clear and Cover pink bases of the Sens Base&Builder Gel 
product line, containing silk fibers to provide the most adhesive base for building even 
longer nails. 3G polish S001 is a white gel polish that provides perfect coverage even in 
a thin layer, so it is easy to create french nails. Cover the nails with
Top Gel, which has a long-lasting shine and contains minimal color
enhancer, to get a really nice french set.
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3 STEP CRYSTALAC 
SUMMER TREND 

8

NOVELTIES! / SUMMER EXTRA 2023

New! 3S193
Blazing Yellow

New! 3S193
Blazing Yellow

New! 3S193
Blazing Yellow

New! 3S194
Hot pink

New! 3S194
Hot pink

New! 3S194
Hot pink

New! 3S195
Summer 
Crocus

New! 3S195
Summer 
Crocus

New! 3S195
Summer 
Crocus

New! 3S196
Saphire Blue

New! 3S196
Saphire Blue

New! 3S196
Saphire Blue

NEW

NEW! 3 STEP CRYSTALAC SUMMER TREND COLORS
Immerse yourself in the tropical sunset with the new 3 STEP CrystaLac trend colors!
This summer comes with really vibrant shades, which immediately bring to life the
unforgettable sight of a tropical sunset with the trend colors of 3S193 Blazing Yellow,
3S194 Hot Pink, 3S195 Summer Crocus and 3S196 Saphire Blue.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

NEW! TROPICAL TWILIGHT
3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT (4X4ML)
The summer colors of 2023 reflect the vibrant hues of an unforgettable tropical 
vacation. The packaging of the collection, which can be turned into a display, 
also reflects this atmosphere, so looking at it, we can imagine ourselves in a 
fabulous exotic landscape for a moment.

4x4ml

4ml 8ml

“When I look at these colors, I think they could teleport me from here to a Katy Perry video. They are so cheerful 
and full of life. This is how I imagine the spring of 2023, when everyone will be in good mood to go out for a walk 
while the sun’s rays are fill us with energy. Only one thing can make this better, the cheerful colors on our nails.”
Anna Zsíros, @nailcocktail, Insta nail influencer
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The play of colours
The nail set was made with the NEW 3S193 Blazing 
Yellow and 3S194 Hot Pink shades.
(by Halász Virág)

NEW

CN advice:
Apply the 3S193 Blazing 
Yellow gel polish in thin 

layers. 
The 3S194 Hot Pink 

reaches its final color 
after curing.
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NEW! 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY 
RUBBER BASE GEL COLORS

10

NOVELTIES! / SUMMER EXTRA 2023

8ml

NEW! 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY
RUBBER BASE GEL
Bright neon colors, glow-in-the-dark (Glowy) shades burst into the summer 2 STEP SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gel collection, but the color of the year, Viva Magenta is also coming. Be gorgeous this 
summer with the neon shades or be the queen of the night with glow-in-the-dark colors that stand 
out even more if you fi ll them up with strong light!
SMART: it crawls into its place automatically, then slips into the surface
GUMMY: because it’s fl exible, rubbery
BASE&BUILDER: you can use it as a base or refi ll your nails and also you can create the C-curve but do 
not build a long nail on form with this product. Use the Compact product line or the Elasty Hardener 
Gel or the SENS base&builder range for that.
New, innovative Base Gel, characterized by extremely easy spreadability, high flexibility and strong 
adhesion. The creation of a smooth surface is easy tocreate, because this material is easily smooths out 
and all of the unevenness quickly disappears from the surface. It holds the C-curve well, meanwhile it
does not fl ow easily in the nail fold, that provides a great help for those who originally likes to work 
with medium soft materials. It provides also a fast work fl ow with only a few corrective movements 
necessary. Its fl exibility makes this material stand out among all Base Gels, making it extremely 
resistant, it adapts to all kinds of movements of the natural nail, so it stands the possible mechanical 
infl uences better than its counterparts. This product’s adhesion is the no.1 of the Base Gels. After 
curing, the surface stays sticky. Use the Cool Top Gel as a top gel. It can be used on its own for fi 
ngertip- or mini-length nails. Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

New! Nr24
Neon 
yellow

New! Nr30 
Shimmer

Jade

New! Nr28 
Amethyst

New! Nr34
Glowy Fire

(Glow in the 
dark)

New! Nr25 
Sunshine 
Orange

New! Nr31
Lime

Green

New! Nr29 
Blue

Lagoon

New! Nr35
Glowy Orange

(Glow in the 
dark)

New! Nr26 
Sunshine 

Coral

New! Nr32
Glowy Jungle

(Glow in the 
dark)

New! Nr27
Viva

Magenta

New! Nr33
Glowy Strawberry

(Glow in the 
dark)

NEW

“I like 2 Step SmartGummy Rubber Base Gels because they are 
very easy and quick to work with, the colors are beautiful and 
vibrant and I can make OMBRE nails with them the fastest way. 
Their surface is smoothed out very well, so they are the best 
choice for the filing-free reinforced gel polish technique.”
Edina Sikari, Four-time Nail Camp Master, Ukrainian Champion, Winner of winner Marseille

Scan the QR code and watch the video
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TIGER EYE SILK 
CRYSTALAC

12

NOVELTIES! / SUMMER EXTRA 2023

4ml

Brandnew!
Peach

New!
Peach

Brandnew!
Pink

New!
Pink

Brandnew!
Violet

New!
Violet

Brandnew!
Turquoise

New!
Turquoise

BRANDNEW! TIGER EYE SILK CRYSTALAC
You almost want to touch the new Tiger Eye Silk collection. These colors contain 
white glowing magnetic particles. Just magnetize from 3 sides to achieve a silk-
effect surface! Tiger Eye Silk has the powerful magnetism of Infi nity, but as the 
classic Tiger Eye, it is effective even without a base color. Curing time in UV 2-3 
minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

“I love that the classic “tiger effect” is now also available in such 
silky, candy colors. That will be a real summer salon favorit among 
my guests, as I can quickly achieve spectacular results thanks to 
magnetization.”
Dóra Kesztyűs, Olympic Gold Medalist, Five-time Olympic Silver Medalist, Nail Camp 
Elite Master

Turquise silk effect
The nail set was made 
with the new Tiger Eye Silk 
Turquise, Pink and Violet 
shades. (by Dóra Kesztyűs)

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video

BRANDNEW

ACCESSORIES: TWO-HEADED EXTRA
STRONG TIGER EYE MAGNET
Two-headed Tiger Eye magnet with thicker, extra strong magnets.
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ROYAL TOP GEL

14

NOVELTIES! / SUMMER EXTRA 2023

4ml

4ml

NEW! ROYAL TOP GEL -
COLOR AND SHINE IN ONE GEL! 
The Royal Top Gels, which debuted in the spring, 
were really popular, so now we are coming with 
4 new, bright, cheerful colors for the summer. 
Everyone will find their favorite from the two 
slightly understated and the two really vibrant 
shades! Royal Top Gel is a creamy, easy-spreading 
material, the softer version of Royal Gels in bottle 
packaging, which will become the new favorite of 
professionals. It covers in one layer, so it is faster to 
work with. It will be a pleasure to apply the colors 
to the nail surface. Non-fixing, non-dissolving, 
colored gel in a bottle.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

NEW MATERIAL TYPE! CROMIRROR LIQUID
Brand new development: the liquid version of our beloved Aurora ChroMirror powders, 
which you can work with easily. You don’t have to pay attention to the exact curng time 
of the top gel, and your table will not be full of glitter anymore. Your work environment 
will also remain cleaner after preparing chrome-effect nails. For a more reflective effect 
than ever before, try our brand new ChroMirror Liquids!

New!
RT05

Blazing Yellow

New! RT05
Blazing Yellow

New!
RT06

Summer 
Magenta

New! RT08
Summer Crocus

ÚJ! RT07
Sunset Red

New! RT07
Sunset Red

New! Aurora 
(on white base)

New!
Aurora

New!
RT08

Summer 
Crocus

New! RT06
Summer 
Magenta

New! Fine 
Aurora Sun (on 

white base)

New!
Fine
Aurora
Sun

NEW

Purple with mirror effect 
The nail set was made with the new Royal Top Gel Summer 
Crocus and Blazing Yellow shades and ChroMirror Liquid 
Fine Aurora Sun. (by Dóra Kesztyűs)

“Do you see glitter dust flying everywhere? Don’t think 
about it anymore! From now with ChroMirror Liquid, you 
can create your favorite effects cleanly and dust-free on 
different colors. Enchant your guests and decorate any 
color with it!”
Ágnes Sebestyén, International decorating champion in Paris, multiple-time 
Hungarian national decorating champion and European champion

USAGE
You can enhance its shine

by using a top gel. It can be used 
on any base, but on gel polish only 
if the applied base gel is suitable 
for the strengthening technique.

If the material settles or separates 
while longstanding, due to its 

density do not shake it, just stir it 
in the bottle with
a wooden stick.

NEW
MATERIAL

TYPE

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video

Scan the QR code 
and watch the
video

It evaporates,
so keep it

closed until
you use it!

CHROMIRROR
AURORA LIQUID 

Usage:
1. Prepare the nails as usual with the chosen color.
2. Apply a thin layer of ChroMirror Liquid with its brush to 
a non-fixing surface (e.g. Cool Top, Royal Top Gel) cured for 
30-60 seconds , then,- while it is warm - rub it in with your 
finger or an ombre sponge until it has a mirror effect.
3. Dust with a soft brush, apply acid-free primer to the edges, 
then cover with a flexible top gel (e.g. Cool Top Gel) and cure 
in UV/LED lamp. Be careful! It’s as liquid as the AuqaInk, so 
use an AquaInk holder to store it.
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BRANDNEW! MERMAID GLITTER
What is the must-have summer accessory in your collection? 
Ofcourse the new Mermaid Glitters, which your guests will 
immediately fall in love with because of their amazing sparkle. Get 
it in sparkling Coral, vibrant Orchid, purple Lavender and greenish 
blue Emerald. These special glitters are iridescent mixes containing 
mixed hexagons, sequins and flakes. With built-in technique, you 
can achieve a fairy-tale mermaid effect on the nail surface. Let’s 
create the most beautiful nails of the summer with them!

CRYSTAL NOVELTIES

NEW COLORS!
CHROMMIRROR POR -
PINK & VIOLET
Powerful, vivid shades!
Our latest chrome powders are defi nitely love at fi rst 
sight for those who like glitter! Those who already know 
them, know that the Chromirror powders have reached 
an unbroken success since they arrived on the market. 
Their stunning, vibrant glow makes them a huge favorite 
in every season! Decorate the breathtaking nails of the 
summer season with the newly debuted vibrant Hot Pink 
and wild Violet shades! With finer grain size for more 
special effect! Usage: Rub the powder into the surface - 
cured for about 1 minute - of a non-fixing material - Royal 
Gel, 3 STEP CrystaLac, Cool Top Gel - , then cover with 
top gel.

NEW COLOR! FLASH GLITTERS 5 -
HOLO SILVER
Amazing, never-before-seen shine! The new member of Flash glitters with 
extreme light-refl ective effect will turn your guests’ nails into a special jewelry! 
An ideal choice for lovers of holographic nails. With the fi ne-grained decorative 
powder mixed with silvery holo glitters, you can create unique, dazzlingly 
spectacular nails. In powerful light, the nails shine as intensely as the summer 
sun rays.

New!
Hot Pink

New!
Lavender

New!
Coral

New!
Holo silver

New!
Holo silver

New!
Violet

New!
Violet

New!
Emerald New! Emerald

New! Coral

New! Lavender

New!
Orchid

New! Orchid

CN advice: Use Acid-Free 
Primer on the surface of 
the ChroMirror chrome 
pigment powders and 

cover with Cool Top Gel, 
in two layers!

Mermaid shine
The nail set was made with the new 3S195 Summer Crocus 
and Mermaid Glitter Orchid. (by Edina Sikari)

BRANDNEW

NEW
COLOR

NEW
COLORS

New!
Hot Pink
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NEW

5g

NEW COLORS! LIMITED!OMBRE SPRAY
A UNIQUE SOLUTION, YET EASY TO USE!
The summer novelties of Ombre Sprays are real colorful neon bombs, which are best applied 
on a white or milky white base. Ombre Sprays are the must have accessories of the summer 
season, which are now available in vibrant pink, wild neon yellow, exotic green and glowing 
orange shades. You can easily create ombre decorations or the hottest nails of the summer 
with them. The Ombre Spray is a fine-grained acrylic powder in a special bottle, which must 
be applied with a firm, blowing motion into the not yet cured Base Gel from the free edges. 
Ombre Spray is sold in a special patented bottle, the 14 ml bottle contains 5 g of material to 
achieve a nice spreading.

BRAND NEW SIZES! -
NOVA CRYSTAL RHINESTONES
The long-awaited novelties of the well-known NOVA 
Rhinestones have also arrived! The missing stones, in larger 
sizes than before. Now you can make the desired nail designs 
where the rhinestone is the central element. It can be used 
perfectly on its own, but in combination with smaller stones 
or pearls, it is also a brilliant. Feel free to use it in Silver, White 
and AB shades. 3 new colors, in two sizes per color (SS12, SS16).
100 rhinestones in an elegant black jar.

4ml

NEW SUMMER NAIL STICKERS
Let’s jump into the hot summer with nail stickers! In the 
summer season, we also have 2 types of 3D sticker sheets 
that will take you to a sandy beach with shells, palm leaves 
and all other cool vacation accessories. For the lovers of more 
restrained nails, we color the vacation nails with two types of 
fl ower stickers. You can easily apply all four stickers, since they 
are self-adhesive. 

CUTICLE OIL - 
SUGAR PINK 
(LIMITED)
One of the most popular cuticle oils 
of 2022 was the candy scented Sugar 
Pink, and now it returns by popular 
demand! With its charmingly sweet 
scent, Sugar Pink helps make 
the salon experience even more 
complete. Be quick! It’s available for 
a limited time only!

CRYSTAL NOVELTIES 

NEW

3D VACATION

BOUQUET LAVENDER

3D OCEAN

SilverWhite

TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

White AB

 4 mm

SS16
3 mm

SS12

CN advice:
For a homogeneous 

application, shake the 
bottle from time to time 

during application!

Only while
the stocks last!

Compact Base 
Gel on Cover 

Rose base

New! #06
Ombre 
spray

New! #08
Ombre 
spray

New! #07
Ombre 
spray

New! #09
Ombre 
spray

CRYSTALS

NEW

Shimmering summer ombre
The nail set was made with the new limited summer Ombre 
Spray and the new Nova Crystals. (by Dóra Doviscsák)

Yellow magic:
The nail set was made with the new Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel 
Pink, the new 3S193 CrystaLac, SENS 3G polish S001, Mermaid 
Orchid Glitterrel and Bouquet nail stickers (by Barbara 
Újvári).
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PROFESSIONAL ARTICLE / 2023 SUMMER 

DURING THE HOT SUMMER TIMES WE NEED TO BE CAREFUL ABOUT THE RIGHT 
AMOUNT OF FLUID INTAKE, OUR SKIN AND EYES, BUT ALSO OUR FAVORITE CRYSTAL 
NAILS PRODUCTS.

Pay attention in
the summer heat!

According to the laws of chemistry and physics, some pigments are changing their color exposed to durable and 
strong UV light. However, if we change them, some colors would not be so vivid. (Of course the most fading colors 
are excluded from the outset.) If your client is all day by the pool or the sea the color of the nails will fade. So if your 
clients come back with this complain, reassure them, the material is not bad: the forgotten clothes also lose their color 
on strong sunlight. This fact should be mentioned before work.

The Cool Top Universal contains UV filter to eliminate the color fading.

Some vivid shade may produce darker stains as a result of UV light, especially if they are coated with Mattever or Cool Top 
Dark, but if you use Cool Top Universal first with quick curing, this problem will not happen to you.

The sunscreen turns yellow the lighter colors, especially if you use the Mattever. In this time of the year use Cool Top 
Universal or the new formula Cool Top Gel Universal which is perfect for every surface, after that just use the softest buffer 
to create a matte effect.

In summer every material gets a bit softer, so use denser base gels (Compact Base Gel Plus, Elasty Gardener Gel ans Sens 
Base Gel)

In summer heat, the builder gels cure on a higher temperature, which can cause an unpleasant feeling. Choose a lower heat 
generating material like Xtreme Superior Builder Gel Clear or Xtreme Cool Gel. Intermittent curing is better for sensitive clients. 
Take out their hands of the lamp in every 3-5 seconds or after 5 seconds cure the nails in diffused light for 20 seconds.

If you work with powder and liquid, use slower materials and pay attention on the temperature of liquid. The warm liquid cures 
faster. The double-walled liquid holder helps to keep the liquid on a constant temperature. Warm and humid environment 
(such a hairdresser salon) helps in fast hardening

Use denser materials, which keeps their structure more in the heat like Cover Refill Hard or Cover Refill Hard Tan specially 
for tanned skin.

If you work with acrylgels, the Sens Acrylgel is the best choice. It is a good forming material, which doesn’t run into the 
sidefolds even on the heatest days. You can refill 5 fingers at the same time. It does not heat up, even the most sensitive 
client can only feel a little warmness. Whether you work with gels or powder and liquid, this material will be there to help you.

Keep the gel jars closed and clean. If the gel gets on the course of the jar, the sunlight, the incoming or reflected light cures 
it to the cap. The best way to avoid this, keep the jars in the drawer or in the cupboard. If this problem regularly happens to 
you, good to have a UV protector foil on the windows.

Use the Nail Prep, it helps to keep 
dry even the wet hands.

The gels are more softer in the 
summer heat. Pay attention, the 
gel polish should not run into the 
sidefolds. We recommend you to 
apply the C-curve in two layers 
to keep the material on the right 
place. Use the 2 STEP SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gel which gets into 
place by itself without flowing.

Keep the gels at the coolest point 
of your salon. If the summer heat 
softens the gels, you can put them 
in the refrigirator until the material 
gets the original density. Don’t keep 
there for a long time, you can’t work 
with frozen materials for hours.

In summer, not only guests spend their well-deserved 
break, but also the nailartists, so it is prety possible, that 
your clients will not return in time and you need to slip 
the appointment a week later. To reach the perfect 
adhesion for longlasting nails, use Sens Base Gel 
Clear under gel polishes and builder gels. This extra 
durability will help to get trough the extra days.
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